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These four freshmen have made the most out of their tight space in Barto Hall. (Left to right) Raman Mann, biology major, Robby Edmondson, business management major, Chris Sherman,
business major and Justin Timothy, business and marketing major eat pizza and play X-Box while bonding in their new room.

Comraderv or cramped
It is all a matter of opinion for these freshmen
by Chelsea Evans
Staff reporter

Freshmen living in Barto Hall are the new
guinea pigs for an old-school way of living out big
dreams in smal I spaces.
Central Washington University freshmen had
no idea that in the recent past Barto Hall used to
be one of the most coveted residence halls on
campus. Rooms comfortably held only two student:S. However, Barto was originally built for four
residents. But until this year, students been living
luxuriously within its rooms. '
Since the closing of Muzzall and Courson
Halls, university housing has been dealing with a
140-bed shortage for students. Numbers of freshmen living on campus have increased by 287 since
fall of 2003, while returning students have also
increased by 250.
Richard DeShields, interim director for university housing and new student affairs, has handled

"I have to take a shower at 2 a.m. because
there is absolutely no hot water at night."
~Domina

Lasich, freshman flight technology major

the rise of numbers and lack of beds with caution terms. DeShields also set up two residence hall
and communication.
simulations for freshmen and returning students to
"We've had the greatest number of returnees see if their housing project would be acceptable.
ever requesting to Iive on campus, even after we The freshmen were put up in four-person suites
informed them that the residence halls would be during Discover! Orientation sessions in the sumcrowded and space would be limited," DeShields mer. If they were not pleased with their conditions,
they were permitted to fill out paperwork explainsaid.
To deal with the inflation of housing requests ing why. For returning students, simulated rooms
and keep awareness high, university housing had ' were set up for them to view and vote on.
new contracts sent to each resident explaining the
"We knew it wasn't ideal," said DeShields, "but
new cram plan. All contracts were verified and we knew it had been done before and consulted
altered if stuqents were not willing to agree to the with students prior to making the decision."

Yet for the freshmen women in Barto Hall C14,
awareness passed them by. They say noise, space
and water shortages are more than they can bear.
"I have to take a shower at 2 a.m. because
there is absolutely no hot water at night," Domina
Lasich, freshman flight technology major, said.
Barto Hall, along with Munson and Wahle, has
been changed to hold the highest capacity level. In
previous years, all have been used for two, possibly three person residences. But it's Barto with four
occupants that some freshmen women say is "too
much."
Lasich's living arrangement with three other
roommates, has the resemblance, somewhat, of a
shopping extravaganza gone bad. Shoes, clothes,
and food boxes are all stacked up around the
room. The two extra study rooms are also filled
with four computers, instead of the usual two,
along with the women's personal desk belongings.

see CROWDED, page 5
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Stabbed student recovering, back at Central
by Megan Hansen
News editor

Siupeli "Steve" Sakalia came to
Central Washington University from
East Palo Alto, California, where students brought guns to school daily. The
last thing he expected was to be jumped
and stabbed six times by a group of
teenagers while leaving an Ellensburg
party on Sept. 16.
"I came here to try and stay out of
trouble," said Sakalia, a junior linebacker for the football team. · '
Sakalia said the assault took place
outside an (18 St.) party after a group of
teenagers showed up and began harassing people.
"They weren't supposed to be at the
party," 5akalia said. "I asked them to
leave."
As the group left, they said something in Spanish that no one understood.
"[I] knew something Was going to
happen," Sakalia said.
However he wasn't worried. He
never imagined teenagers would fight
him. As Sakalia left the party, he was
attacked from behind.
"I got stabbed first from the side,"
Sakalia said. "They stabbed me because

they couldn't fight."
He was stabbed a total of six times;
twice in the back, once in the chest,
and three times in his left side.
As a result of the stab wounds, his
heart was pierced and his lung collapsed.
"I ran 'to the 18th Street Deli,"
Sakalia said. "I saw two girls and gave
them my cell phone to call the police."
Officers were dispatched to the 700
block of East 18 Ave. at approximately
1:20 a.m. according to a press release
from the Ellensburg Police Department
The Ellensburg Fire Department was
also dispatched and had to perform
CPR.
Sakalia was transported to Kittitas
Valley County Hospital and then later
airlifted to Harborview Medical Center
in Seattle in serious condition. He was
in the hospital for six days.
As of Sept. 29, there have been five
arrests made in connection with the
assault: a 16-year-old girl for allegedly
rendering criminal assistance and
obstructing a public servant, a 15-yearold boy on suspicion of accessory to
first-degree assault, a 14-year-old boy
on suspicion of accessory to first-degree
assault, a 15 year-old girl on suspicion
of obstructing a public servant, and an

by Stephen John Ellis/Observer

Steve Sakalia shows wounds from his recent assault. He was airlifted to Harborview Medical Center with a
punctured heart and collapsed lung due to the multiple stab wounds. Sakalia's injuries required. surgery to repair
his collapsed lung.

18-year-old man for suspicion of firstSakalia said he plans to go in and
degree assault.
identify his attackers.
No formal charges have been made
With arrests made, Sakalia is back
and the case remains open. ·
, taking classes and should be able to

start playing football again in six weeks.
"I'm not worried too much now,"
Sakalia said. "It happened. I'm going to
go on with my plans."

See more stories online at:
http:/ I www.cwu.edu/ ,_,observer
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Committee prepares for
bisv financial vear
by Frank Stanley
Asst. News editor
The Civic Engagement Center needs
funding for their various year-round
events. The Diversity Education Center
wants money to permit a screening of
an inspiring movie. Those events don't
come cheap, and that's where the Services and Activities (S&A) Fee Committee comes in to provide all the help
such groups need.
The 12-member committee, consisting of seven students and three faculty,
all voting members, and two non-voting
administrative officials, allocates funding to the various student-centered
organizations at Central Washington
University.
This year, they are preparing for a
very busy year as the groups, including
the Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of Directors and Campus Life, present their new
funding proposals for the 2008 and
2009 academic years.
"The end of the biennium will make
things busy for all of us," said Jack Baker, assistant to the vice president of student affairs and enrollment management, and the S&A committee's ~dviser.
"We want to keep the students informed
and let them see where the funds are
going."
The S&A committee's budget, usually a yearly amount of around $4 million
dollars, is figuratively all up for grabs.

As seen in the past few years, the budget is more than enough for ·central's
many clubs and organizations- last
year's report showed that among 39
groups, a total of $3.9 million dollars
was allocated, along with another $3. 9
million being given to the same groups
this year, including anything from the
Center for Student Empowerment to the
marching band to the Student Union
and Recreation Center custodial staff.
At the end of this academic year, the
same groups, and possibly some new
groups, will be presenting their new
funding requ·ests for the next biennium,
or the next two years.
However, the group is still in the
building process as some positions are
still open, including one faculty spot.
"We are looking for a very diverse
group of people to represent the students," said Kathryn Ruth, ASCWUBOD executive vice president and voting member of the S&A committee.
./'We want to make sure that all of the
· students are being represented this
year."
The first committee meeting will be
at 5 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 10 in the
Student Union and Recreation Center
pit. All Central students are allowed to
attend.
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Housing proves difficult tor transfers
by Donna Buse
Staff reporter
Tight campus housing this year
made the start of fall term particularly
tense for tran sfer students.
There was concern dur~ng Discover!
Freshmen Orientation due to having to
house the high numbers ?f freshman
and returning students wanting to live
on campus.
"It wasn't easy finding a place," said
Anna Weist, junior elementary education major.
Weist had applied to live in StevensWhitney Hall.
"I requested a roommate and she
requested me. They put freshmen and
returning students ahead of transfer students so I wasn't accepted into any
houses or on campus living," Weist
said.
University Housing has a responsibility to help Freshmen with their transitional needs during the year, said
Richard DeShields, director for residence life and new sudent programs
and interim director for university housing and new student programs.
After freshmen assignments, housing
is on a first come, first serve basis.
Three weeks before school started,
Weist got a letter in the mail saying

there was space available in Barto Hall.
Barto had been changed to accommodate more people, which opened up
room.
If she had not gotten a place to stay,
she was planning on commuting from
Yakima to Ellensburg during fall quarter.
"Or, looking for an apartment last
minute. But it was late in the summer so
it wouldn't have been easy," Weist said.
"I didn't have time to look for an apartment because I was taking summer
courses and working full time."
When filling out a housing application, a student has to put down a $200
deposit. The deposit says a student is
interested in living on campus.
If housing is unable to accommodate the spa.ce, the student will get their
deposit back.
"We encourage students to complete housing applications as soon as
they've been accepted [into the university]," DeShields said.
Some transfer students had more difficulties finding housing then others.
While Weist had some difficulties
arranging a place to live, other students
did not have a problem.
"I did not have a hard time finding a
place to live," said Trevor Miller, transfer
education major, in an email. "I was
looking just to rent out a room but it

was difficult because I didn't know anyone in Ellensburg to help me out."
Miller relied on the internet to post
an ad looking for housing.
"I posted a bulletin on MySpace
because it's a place where if I did get a
response, it would be a good place
where I cou_ld check out someone's profile and see a Iittle about a person
before I decided to move in with them,"
Miller said. "Also, almost every college
student has a MySpace account and I
thought it would be a good way to get a
place fast."
·
However, the bulletin was not effective.
"I did get one s·erious response but
he needed someone to move in right
away and at that time I had not yet been
accepted to the university," Miller said.
Trevor did eventually find a roommate on roommates.com, where they
communicated through MySpace.com.
He now lives in a two bedroom
apartment off-campus.
In the end, the housing department
never stopped accepting housing contracts and was able to house everyone
who submitted one for this school year.
"We currently have beds available
in the residence halls and assigned all
students who completed housing contracts," DeShields said.

Editor's note: The Observer has
received funding from the S&A committee in past a/location.

AmeriCorps Scholarship Opportunities
The Civic Engagement Center is offering
students two scliolarships, the Studentts in
Service and the Bonner Leader scholarships,
both worth $1,ooo for 300 hours of
community service. Come by the office in the
SUB room 2568 or e-mail the coordinator,
Jake Stillwell at stillwellj@cwu.edu for more
detaifs.

-(

Mention this ad when you come Into our office an recleve a small gift.
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Meet the leadership of the n·ew vear
BOD members offer insight into how their positions .serve the student body and goals for the year
by Korben Cook
Staff reporter

with others who can help [them with
whatever they need]," Berry said.

Kathryn Ruth
JadonBerry
Students got to know junior community health education major Jadon Berry
last year as the vice president for equity
and community service.
This year he is the Associated Students of Central Washington University
Board Of Directors (ASCWU/BOD)
president.
"[I ran because] I decided I was best
·
for the job," Berry said.
Berry's job entails being on the uni- .
versity's President's Advisory Council,
which is responsible for the student
budget and involves lobbying for student rights in both Olympia and Central.
"I'm in meetings from 7 a.m. to
whenever I get home at night," Berry
said.
Berry and the ASCWU/BOD not
only act through administrations and
governments, but also handle events for
students.
The ASCWU/BOD sets up both onand off-campus events such as the Fred
Meyer Night.
Future plans for President Berry this
year are sorting out and funding athletic
programs and making sure that child
care is available for all who need it.
If students have any concerns about
Central, they can talk to Berry.
"Whether it's helping students save
money or helping them get in touch

As second-in-command to the
ASCWU/BOD President, Executive
Vice-President ~athryn Ruth has many
responsibilities. She is responsible for
distributing the student budget and
overseeing all committees on campus
including the Services and Activities
(S&A) Fee Committee which gets millions of dollars in student funds.
"I would like to see that the students
are well-represented," Ruth, junior
business marketing and economics
major, said.
The main goal for Ruth this year is
making sure that funds are well-spent
and that the S&A Committee represents
the students as accurately as possible.
"It's something that hasn't necessarily been fulfilled in the past," Ruth said.
If a student has a problem or wants
to know more about a committee, Ruth
can help.
"Since the students pay... our
salaries, [I want to make sure] they
know what the ASCWU/BOD does,
what we can do for them, and how they
can get involved," Ruth said.

Jeff Rosenberry
The representative for the student's
voice, ASCWU/BOD Vice President for
Student Life and Facilities, Jeff Rosenberry is back again.
·
For the second consecutive year,

Rosenberry,senior community health
education major, serves as a resource
for students with problems concerning
housing and food services. Last year
Rosenberry created Central's recycle
program and, along with the rest of the
ASCWU/BOD, helped with the opening
of the Student Union and Recreation
Center (SURC).
His future plans include coordinating variou~ operations within the SURC,
chairing the Student Union Advisory
Board and working as a liaison with the
Resident Housing Association.
If a student has an issue with oncampus housing or dining services, they
can talk to Rosenberry.
·
"When students hear 'student government,' they should think we are here
to make changes for them," Rosenberry
said. "We are the number-one resource
for change and reason."

Derrick Peacock
Vice President for Equity and Community Services, Derrick Peacock is
one of the main channels for communication between Central students and
the community.
"I saw a lack in community service,"
Peacock said. "I thought I could bring
that to the office."
Peacock, sophomore law and justice
major, chairs one of the largest councils
on campus the Equity Service Council.
As chair, he allocates funding for several diversity programs.
"We have a lot going on [during fall]
quarter," Peacock said.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

i\1:1:t,111:it,11:
The Services ~nd Activities Committee (S&A) announces its budget
call for the 2006-2009 biennium. The Commitee will consider
formal budget proposals from the current fund recipients as well
as new user requests. S&A fee budget users normally receive an
allocation for the second year
equivalent
to the first year level.
.
.
All groups who want to receive an S&A allocation must prepare the
written documentation using the forms on the SAEM web page.
Please submit the forms via email to Ed Day daye@cwu.edu.
Applications will only be accepted via email. Applicants will also
be required to appear before the S&A committee at th~ time
assigned to make a presentation.
Failure to submit the written materials and make a verbal ·
presentation on a timely basis will put your request at a
disadvantage.
If you have any questions, please call the Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management Office at 963-1515.
Packets of information available online at
www.cwu.edu/-aaffairs

NOTE: APPLICATIONS DUE DECEMBER 1, 2006

On going events for Peacock this
quarter and all year include Warm-up
Ellensburg, a program creating quilts for
families in need. He will also help put
on quarterly cultural dinners for members of Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana/a de Aztlan (MEChA) and the
Native American Student Organization.
Other future plans for Peacock will
also include the Civic Engagement Center involving fair trade coffee. A lot·of
the coffee produced and shipped to the
United States comes from impoverished
farmers who are paid very little for their
product. Fair trade coffee would come
from farmers equally compensated for
the coffee. Coffee that Peacock is trying
to bring to Central.
If students would like to get involved
or have an issue with any community
service program, they are encouraged
to come and talk to Peacock.
"You'll see a lot more from [the vicepresident for equity and community
services], that's for sure," Peacock said.

"I have been interested in politics
since the eighth grade," DuPont, senior
construction management major, said.
It may seem that he is the "guru" for
all various politics for Central, but this is
not the ~ase, DuPont said.
DuPont represents Central students'
political interests, mainly to the Washington State Legislature in Olympia.
Plans for this year will be to equalize
Central's ability to waive tuition for students.
Central is currently receiving less
funding for student financial aid than
Western Washington University and
Eastern Washington University, something DuPont hopes to change.
If students have any concerns about
tuition costs or would like to voice their
opinion to the Washington Student Lobby, DuPont is their representative.
"I wanted to make a difference [and]
thought that this would be a great
opportunity to give back to my school,"
DuPont said.

Tony Aronica

Katie Underwood

Tony Aronica is the ASCWU/BOD
Vice President for Clubs and Organizations. While getting his degrees, Aronica will be serving his fourth year in the
ASCWU/B.OD office.
"I decided to run for office because
of my familiarity with the office," Aronica, senior anthropology and history
major, said, who is se.rving his second
term in this position.
Aronica oversees approximately
135 clubs and will chair the Senate for
Student Organizations this year.
A representative from each club
attends the senate and handles funding
for the club, as well as student concerns. Club senate is the place for students to get information and address
concerns about clubs on campus.
Future plans for Aronica include
making sure that issues with clubs are
dealt with quickly and that students
voices are heard.
"I particularly enjoy working with
clubs, participating in their events and
interacting with students," Aronica said.

As Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Katie Underwood helps students express their concerns to the
administration and faculty.
, "When it came time for elections it
was kind of a natural thing for me to
decide to run for office," Underwood,
senior business education and marketing education major, said.
Underwood works to get sponsorships and raise awareness about the
ASCWU/BOD scholarship.
Her plans include working with
University 101 classes to improve consistency with other courses. She will
also be working with the General Education Committee to create better
options with the general education program.
"I want to make it so that students
get something out of [University 101
and their general requirements] and
they feel that they're getting something
out of it," Underwood said.
If students have a problem with a
professor or do not like how Central is
being run academically Underwood
can help.
"I like to be the person that [students] can come to and find out more
about [educational resources]," Underwood said.
'

Steve DuPont
The next step for Steve DuPont was
to run for Vice President for Political
Affairs at Central for the second time.

Pregnant?
You have options.
1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

CARE
Located in Downtown Ellensburg at I JJ East 4111
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Meal plan discounts raise questions

by Marqise Allen
Staff reporter

At the beginning of this year, Brandon Wasserburger wanted to stock up
on some items from the C-Store. It was
when he checked out, that he was introduced to the new meal plan.
"I was shocked when I saw the price
of everything," Wasserburger, senior
film and video major, said. "I bought
two bags of stuff and paid like 50 dollars."
One year ago, students wouldn't
think twice about spending $50 at the
C-Store, but stocking up is not something students will want to do a lot of
this year. Now with about $500 on students' connection cards at the beginning of each quarter, loading up on
cookies and soda will leave a very
noticeable dent as opposed to last
year's debit card system.
With last year's debit card system,
an overhead fee was taken out at the
end of spring quarter. To receive funding, dining services was at the mercy of
students swiping their cards. This made
budgeting very difficult when students
did not eat on campus and saved their
money until the end of the school year.
This year, before students slide their

cards once, 65 percent of the money for
the meal plan is taken out of the initial
balance as an overhead fee.
"[The overhead fee] gives us more
flexibility and buying power than in the
past," said Steve Rittereiser, assistant
vice president of business auxiliaries
and public safety. "We know how _many
cooks we can employ and how many
hours we can be open."
To balance the 65 percent overhead
fee, there is a 65 percent discount at the
Holmes Dining Center and the Marketplace.
This discount does not transfer over
to the Cat Trax espresso stands and the
smoothie kiosk, which have a 25 percent discount, or at the C-Store, which
only has a 10 percent discount.
"The discounts are different because
the costs to operate the locations are
different," Rittereiser said. "There is
much more labor and maintenance
overhead cost in a food venue than in a
coffee kiosk."
When students purchase something
at the Cat Trax, smoothie kiosk or CStore, they essentially pay almost double for every purchase bought with a
connection card instead of cash.
For example, buying a mocha for
three dollars is like spending $6.43

because the 65 percent is taken out up
front and there is only a 25 percent discount at the coffee stand. Even though
there is the 25 percent discount, it obviously does not negate the original 65
percent that was taken out.
".I don't want to confuse anybody,"
Rittereiser said. "Since you've paid the
overhead the best place to eat is at
Holmes. We allow people to use their
cards for coffee and the C-Store so they
have a choice. I did not want to restrict
the students from having a choice."
People need to have a choice, but
that these are conveniences, and relate
the coffee stands and C-Store to any
other convenience store, Rittereiser
said. He compares it to a 7-11 where
customer will pay more for a Gatorade
than at a Safeway or other grocery store.
The new meal plan strives to ensure
that Dining Services will get back on
track from the past years and benefit
everyone.
"Students are going to see a more
stable Dining Service," said Jeff Rosenberry, Associated Students of Central
Washington University/Board of Directors (ASCWU/BOD) vice president for
student life and facilities. "They will be
able to buy more food for less and also
see less floating prices."

Stephen John Ellis/Observer

Andrea Green, senior fashion merchandising major, checks items at Cats
C-Store in the SURC.
This is an improvement over last
year, when prices at the C-Store and
some other venues would constantly
fluctuate.
Even though the system is taking
steps in the right direction this year, the
current meal plan is still being perfected.
"This plan is an improvement from
the past," Rosenberry said. "But there
are things we are going to look at to
improve the cards even more, specifically the discount percentages."
Both Rittereiser and Rosenberry say

they want to make sure that students
needs are being met.
The best way to do this is to voice al
opinions and concerns by joining thE
student driven Dining Advisory Com
mittee by contacting the ASCWU/BOD.
One idea that a student had in mine
was to have a barbeque station or havE
the option of barbeque food in one o
the current kiosks.
"I've always loved barbeque food,'
Dylan Neal, freshman undecided said.
"I think it'd be cool if we could have
some barbeque."

Youth summit oners leadership opportunities
by Hallie Luginsland
Staff reporter

If taking a stand in the community
sounds appealing, some upcoming
events provide a great way to start. This
weekend Central Washington University's Bridges Project and the Latino/a
Educational Achievement Project are
hosting the Youth Leadership Summit.
The event is for anyone who is interested in leadership and empowerment.
Tonight is the opening presentation,
open to all. Jose Cuellar AKA Dr. Loco
will be speaking about his role as an

CROWDED:

activist in the Farm Workers Movement
at 7 p.m. in Hertz Auditorium.
Friday's events are by invitation
only, but Saturday's breakout sessions
focusing on how to participate in public
policy are open to all and will be from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the SURC.
A second keynote speaker is Sam
Chaltain, author of several books dealing with First Amendment in schools.
Veronica Gomez-Vilchez and Elisa
Alvarez, Bridges Project coordinators,
are excited for students to become
aware of what is going on in the community and the country.

Alvarez
agreed. "It is
important for stuof a group that makes a difference."
dents to be part
,_,Efisa Alvarez, Assistant Coordinator,
of a group that
Bridges Project
makes a difference," she said.
Many groups
"This summit is important because it and individuals will work to make this
will empower students to be more event happen, including those ininvolved in their communities, in their volved with the Latino Education and
schools and in their legislature," Achievement Project (LEAP), Bridges,
Gomez-Vilchez said. "It is time we give the Diversity Education Center, universtudents the tools to become active par- sity housing and the First Amendment
ticipants in democracy."
Festival (FAF).

"It is important for students to be part

Small spaces fine

with some but others feel squeezed
continued from page 1
The most uncluttered area is the
bedroom. Yet by definition, it is anything but large. All four women sleep in
the long, narrow room with two sets of
bunk beds. A slight head bump in the
morning would not be farfetched since
the bunks are a mere millimeter apart
from one another.
"I have absolutely no room to store
anything extra, I don't even have storage room for food," Abby Miller, freshman special education major, said.
Yet four doors up in C-22, four men
are in love with their four-person suite
and have no clue what the women are
complaining about.
Chris Sherman, freshmen business
major, said he could understand a little
bit about the noise, but overall their
place was pretty comfortable with tons
of hot water.
"We totally pimped out our room,"
Roman Mann, freshmen biology .major,
said.
·

With skateboards nailed to the wall,
four refrigerators aligned neatly, and a
throw rug, crammed like sardines is the
new spacious.
Unlike their freshmen friends downstairs, all four men do not sleep in the
same, slim space. They moved one
bunk into one of the small studies, since
one of the roommates does not own a
computer.
"Honestly, I wouldn't _trade this
place for the world," Robby Edmondson, business management major said.
From the beginning, DeShields
knew that not everyone was going to be
satisfied with their housing situation,
but he wanted to try to accommodate
everyone's needs.
In upcoming weeks, those who dislike their living arrangement may be
transferred into another residence hall
where spaces are available.
"I know there will be people who
will complain, but I really believe we
listen to students and I think that is the
most important," DeShields said.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5 2006
1

7:00 PM
GRAND MERIDIAN CINEMA
WILDCAT SHOP,
400 EAST UNIVERSITY WAY

"I was thrilled when LEAP and
Bridges proposed this summit, because
they're basically going to be showing
students how to go about making
change through government channels,"
said FAF chair Cynthia Mitchell, Assistant professor in communication. "It's
hard to say what the students at the
summit might get fired up to speak out
about. .. but at least now they'll know ..,
what they can do to have a voice."
Bridges requests interested parties
contact Elisa Alvarez, at 509-963-1347
so they can order lunch accordingly.
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City
News from around the Ellensburg community

Candidates tor sherift lace on at local torum
Candidates' Night
draws nearlv 60
by Katie Murdoch
Staff reporter
The race for Kittitas County sheriff
heated up Tuesday night as current
Sheriff Gene Dana and Corporal Sean
Hillemann fielded questions from the
public at the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce's Candidates' Night.
The race is unique from the other
positions up for grabs as it pits Hillemann (R) against his current boss, Dana
(D).

"This is an awkward position for
me," Hillemann said during opening
statements. "I'm running against my
boss, and he's sitting right next to me."
Six other candidates competing for
three positions were also in attendance
fielding audience questions. Those positions included District 3 Kittitas County
Commissioner, County Treasurer and
District Court Judge.
Dana and Hillemann have taken
polarized views on the state of the sheriff's office during the course of their

respective campaigns. As an eight-year
veteran of the position, Dana has
preached his credentials as the clear
choice based on experience alone.
"I don't think he (Hillemann) has
[the] background necessary to take on
the responsibility," Dana said earlier in
the day. "He doesn't have the training
for this position."
If he wins the campaign, this will be
Hillemann's first term as sheriff.
Hillemann praised Dana's efforts
over the past eight years, but stood firm
that the office is ready for change.
"I think our office is headed in the
right direction," Hillemann said. "However, I would not be doing this if I didn't
think I could improve our office."
Chief among Hillemann's campaign
issues has been the lack of round-theclock service to Kittitas County. Hillemann said the lack of 24-hour coverage
puts both county residents and sheriff's
deputies in danger.
"Our number one focal point
should've been 24-hour coverage people deserved," Hillemann said. "Public
safety is my number one priority, and

see CANDIDATES page 7
1

Candidates running for various positions in Kittitas County fielded questions from the public Tuesday night at
the Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce's Candidate's Night at the Ellensburg Public Library.

T-binl now nesting students
by Maggie Schmidt
Staff reporter

The Thunderbird Motel recently
reopened its doors to the public and
students. Owners Jay and Jadie Son,
along with their on-site staff have been
giving the establishment a face-lift,
inside and out.
"[The Sons] are very committed to
getting it cleaned up and proper," Beverly Tilton, Thunderbird motel supervisor said. "It had [gotten in] pretty bad
shape and cliental before. That's not
what we are about now."
The Sons took ownership of the
Thunderbird Motel in August, and since
then, have been doing a complete
remodel. They were open for rodeo
weekend sooner than they had
planned.
"We rushed the opening because of
the rodeo and people were demanding
to have rooms." Jadie Son "said, "We
weren't quite fully ready ... but we had
to open, at least a portion [42 rooms out
of 72]."
"It's not like it use to be," Ashley
Smith, senior elementary education
major and Thunderbird employee said.
"It's clean, it's nice, they put a lot of
work into it; blood, sweat and tears.
But I am pretty sure just sweat."
On the far side of the Thunderbird
parking lot, the Sons have been remodeling single and double occupancy
rooms to be renred out to students or
residents as studio apartments. The
rooms will more resemble a dorm than
a studio apartment because the rooms
lack kitchens.
"I think [it's] very convenient for students," Son said. "They don't have to
run around connecting utilities and
paying those bills. [They] just have to
come in with their computer and mp3
player and start living."
There are ten single units ready. The
Sons are waiting for the health inspector
to give them approval before they can
let those on their waiting list move in.
Eventually the Sons hope to have .30
units available for rent on a monthly
basis.

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

New Thunderbird Motel owners Jay and Jadie Son recently reopened the
University Way location, offering apartment rentals to Central students.
Students who rent the rooms will be _found out nothing was available.
able to stay on a lease. A single occu"It's better than sleeping in my car,"
pancy (one bed) will be $575 a month Haghighi said.
and a double occupancy (two beds) will
The monthly renters won't have it
be $650 a month.
all, however. They will be responsible
"They are basically just like a studio for keeping their rooms clean and there
apartment" Phil Church maintenance is no kitchen.
manager said.
"Young people have a lot of belongThe rates include a furnished room ings, electronics, [and] expensive stuff,"
with cable and internet, continental Son said.
breakfast and other amenities such as a
She doesn't want the maids touching those items when cleaning or accimicrowave and mini refrigerator.
"It's so logical," Jadie Son said. "It's dentally vacuuming up jewelry from the
right next to the college, it's in walking floor. Just like any apartment complex
distance, [and] it's less than a mile."
there will be a coin operated laundry
At least four students have been facility. A vacuum can be borrowed
staying in the motel part of the Thunder- from the motel.
New industrial carpet has been laid
bird while waiting for its student-housing remodel to be finished. Sam and all the rooms have been repainted.
Haghighi, junior psychology major and Newer furniture was brought in from
transfer student from Bellevue Commu- another hotel remodel. All the rooms
nity College, took up occupancy at the have newer bed frames and brand new
mattresses.
Thunderbird in September.
"We have pretty much gutted every"Basically there were no other
places available," said Haghighi. "This thing," Church said. "All basic stuff and
all new hardware."
was the only place."
The rooms also had to be re-keyed
When he could apply for on campus
with new doorknobs installed.
housing~ he didn't. Haghighi wanted to
find an apartment off campus, and

see T-BIRD page 7
1
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StarHuht hn with

·eurg businesses welcome
federal lawsuit bv back Central Students

former emplovee
by Sean McPherson
Asst. City editor

The Starlight Lounge has been sued
by the U.S. Equal Emplo.yment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) for racial
discrimination.
A press release from the EEOC
alleges that the discrimination started
when Angela Harper, who is black and
Muslim, sought out a higher paid position of cocktail server. In the press
release, Harper claimed that the owner
only wanted "hot white girls," in the
position.
Carmen Flores, trial attorney for the
EEOC, said it takes a year after filing
before a trial would even start, and a
majority of filed cases settle pefore trial
starts. Before taking a case the EEOC
looks at different factors like the evidence available and the race of the
complainant, Flores said.
Doris Morgan, owner of the Starlight
Lounge, said the charges are "untrue
and unjust," and that she is prepared to
defend the Starlight. In an August Associated Press story, Morgan said. "It (the

Starlight Lounge) is the most diverse,
tolerant business in Ellensburg. We
have always hired people of all races
and genders."
Last October, the Progressive Student Union, along with the Black Student Union and other organizations,
organized two rallies about discrimination, one which took place in front of
the Starlight Lounge.
The Web site Washington Won't
Discriminate said th~ state added sexual orientation and gender identification
for protections against discrimination.
Leslie Webb, director of the diversity
education center, said that before the
ne\A.;' state law took effect on June 7,
Central had a more inclusive direction
for its anti-discrimination policies than
the state. Central's policies are now on
par with the state after the new rules set
in, Webb said.
Students or employees at Central
who feel they have been discriminated
against can either go to the Office of
Equal Opportunity to issue a complaint,
or to the Diversity Education Center.for
advocacy.

T-BIRD: New owners taking steps
to prevent past troubles, reputation
continued from page 6
The biggest expense the new owners
will invest in are the windows on the
"apartments." 1hey will be replaced
·with double pane safety glass. This will
cost the Son's about $40,000.
"Whatever is done, has to be done,
so it might as well be done now," Jadie
Son said.
For Dann Burgher, sophomore
graphic design, noise is a factor that
concerns him, and he is waiting to see
what the noise level is like at night.
After he heard about the new windows that will be installed, he feels the
noise will be reduced.
When the Sons bought the motel,
they were wel I aware of the motel's bad
reputation. Son said she was had heard
of incidents such as having the highest

number of 911 calls and that it was the
site of a lot of crime. Son has heard
statements as harsh as "Oh, you bought
trash!"
"I was afraid, but I was confident I
know how to keep [problem customers]
away" Son said.
The Sons and staff are accomplishing this by keeping a very strict policy of
not accepting any business from any
person or persons who can't supply
proper identification.
Several customers have been turned
away already because of the new policy, Son said.
The Sons are not done with the
remodel yet. Once work on the rooms
is finished, they plan to begin working
on a breakfast room where guests and
tenants can relax by eating and visiting
with each other.

"What a coz,y little room! l love it, absolutel,y
~
wonderful.';

Gift Crirtifieate1 -({vailabtri
·fill thrz:mi rooma have Jaeuuia, <t>own eomfort~u.
bergiz T\?"~. \?C'~, ":bi lnt{lrnfl1

C'onni:ction.'Q.ifrigirator6,
Non-imoking~

Mo Psit1>.
c$89, l>un-fhure.
f'rom c$99. fri-l>at.

'Q.at~a from

1720 Canyon Rd.

www.innatgoosecreek.com
E~mail:goosecrk@elle11sburg.com

509-962-8030
or

(800 )533-0822

Stephen John Ellis/Observer

Top and below left: On Sept. 19, Students turned out in droves for Fred Meyer Night.
Below right: Dai Aukivchian of Sugar Thai Cuisine on Pine Street dishes up a meal to a local patron at the
Bite of the 'Burg, which took place on Sept. 19. Nearly 20 area restaurants offered samples of their menus
to hungry patrons attending the event.

CANDIDATES: Current Sheriff Dana confident
that Election Day wi 11 deliver victory, third term
continued from page 3
that's where I'm going to be," Hillemann said.
Hillemann also took issue with leadership and accountability within the
current office.
·
Dana seems secure despite Hillemann's claims during the forum of having "tremendous shortcomings" and a
lack of leadership above him.
"I feel really good," Dana said. "I
have the experience as being sheriff. I
feel pretty confid~nt that we're doing a
good job."
Dana is in his second term serving
as county sheriff. During his eight year
tenure, property crimes plummeted 20
percent and violent crimes dropped 13
percent in Kittitas County while crime
rates in general went up across the
state.

DECISION 2006
Several other positions across the county will be up for grabs in the
Nov. 7 general election, including:
-Kittitas County Commissioner, Dist. 3
Mark McClain (R) vs. Dale Hubbard (D)
-Kittitas County Treasurer
Edna Allphin (D) vs. Amy Mills (R)
-Lower County District Court Judge
Thomas Haven vs. Mark Chmelewski
-Kittitas County Clerk
Joyce L. Julsrud (R) vs. Gene Camarata (D) ....................._.....
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Letters must be submitted by 5
p.m. Monday the week of
publication, must be less than 300
words, include your name and phone
number and be E-mailed to the
Observer. Only one letter a month
will be accepted from an individual.

PINION
dog ate my homework,' just admit you
did not do it. You have to take responsibility for your education; you, your parents or someone is payin·g a good deal
of money for you to get this education.
Don't cannot walk into a test without studying and think you are going to
pass; this is not high school
anymore. It is not the professor's job to give you an A in
the class; it is your job to
study and earn your grade.
Refund checks come
once a quarter; students
,,1
need to learn how to budget
their money.
It is really easy to say you are bored
when you fir~t get to a new school. But
there are many ways you can be
involved; join a club or committee,
attend a lecture or music recital. Discover something new; learn how to
climb the rock wall, take a foreign language class or volunteer with one of the
Civic Engagement Center's many activities. There are an abundance of places
to get involved with on and off campus.
Your roommate did not make you
drink when you were at that party last

week, you made the decision to drink.
Take responsibility for your actions.
As a senior I feel I have a personal
responsibility to give a few tips to my
fellow students.
Yes, it is true in Ellensburg we have
four different law enforcement agencies

OBSERVANCE

Kathryn Lake
Editor-in-Chief
Res'ponsibility, what's that? Responsibility is what college students learn a
lot about during their years in school.
As freshmen, students learn the most in
the first w~eks and months being away
from home. Responsibility, or lack
thereof is one of the many things that
will keep students in school or force
them to drop out. ·
College students have to learn to be
responsible for their own actions when
they are away from the comforts of
home. In college you cannot say 'my

TO THE EDITOR

driver, take a ride on Central Transit or
take a cab. Kittitas County had 625
driving under the influence arrests in
2005. Take responsibility for your
actions.
At the Observer we, too, have a
responsibility -- to report the news of
this campus and surrounding area.
We strive for accuracy and learn
from every issue. It's all about
responsibility.

Responsibility,

************************

uon 't leave home without it
with which students can get in trouble.
If you go speeding down University
Way and you get pulled over, it is not
because the police are out to get you. It
is because you were speeding, so in the
future do not do it.
Underage drinking these days is
almost a rite of passage into the "legalage" category. Don't drink in the residence halls; nine times out of 10 you
are going to get caught.
If you are going drink, please be
responsible enough to have a sober

LAST THOUGHT:
You might notice the Observer
says, "FREE, take one" on its cover. A
deputy prosecuting attorney told me
that if we had that posted last year, the
person who stole the Observers could
have been prosecuted for theft. So, if
you do not like something that is in the
Observer, feel free to write a letter to
the editor with your name, year and
major. Don't steal hundreds or thousands of Observers and leave them in
your garage because you will be prosecuted accordingly.

First Amendment Festival
·-·
****•
*••
Year long celebration starts
with ACLU President next week

by Megan Hansen
News editor

Students need to know their rights as
citizens and be prepared to defend
them, said American Civil Liberties
Union President Nadine Strossen, who
will help kick off the First Amendment
Festival at Central Washington University next Wednesday.
"If people don 1t stand up for their
First Amendment rights, they're going to
go away," Strossen said. 11 They 1 re not
self standing."
The FAF, a year-long program, is
being designed to provide "a steady
drumbeat" of information and dialogue
on First Amendment rights, FAF chair
Cynthia Mitchell, assistant professor of
communication, said.
The ACLU, a nonprofit organization, has a mission to preserve and protect guarantees in the constitution such
as freedom of speech, association and
assembly.
"The ACLU has a very broad 'mission
to defend all fundamental freedoms for
alt people against violations from governmental officials in the U.S.," Strossen
said.
Strossen will deliver an hour-long
speech fol lowed by a question-andanswer session addressing topics pertaining to Washington state.
Two topics Strossen plans to discuss
may sound familiar to Central students.

Recently the ACLU won a court case in
Washington involving the World Trade
Organization (WTO) protests in which
the rights of the protesters were suppressed.
Strossen also plans to use the Rev.
Fred Phelps 1 (who is represented by the
ACLU) recent visit in Yakima as an
example. Strossen plans on using
Phelps 1 controversial demonstrations at
soldier's funerals as a discussion not
only on freedom of speech, but on how
to draw the line.
Issues surrounding First Amendment
freedoms are touchy and confusing to
some. Strossen hopes to speak on why
our First Amendment rights are so
impo~tant. Without the First Amendment there is no freedom of speech and
without that, the ability to advocate for
other rights.
·one of the major goals of the FAF-is
preparing students for responsible citizenship and to promote responsible use
of the first amendment Mitchell said.
Strossen is excited to be a part of the
FAF because education really can make
a difference.
"I think it's so fantastic," Strossen
said. "The first prerequisite to defending
your rights is knowing them."
The free presentation is scheduled
at 7p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 11 in
McConnell Auditorium.

Anonymous letters wi II not be ·
published.
The Observer reserves the right to
edit for length, style, grammar and
libel. Please E-mail letters to:
observer@cwu.edu or by fax to
963-1027. -
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*** Editor's Note***
The Observer is an official sponsor of the First Amendment Festival. We will cover the events regarding First
Amendment issues all year long. We encourage Letters to the Editor and guest columns regarding the First
Amendment, please follow the guidelines stated above when submitting these.

The Observer is a class in which
students are constantly learning how to
interview, report and produce a
newspaper.
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At last. years first annual Ellensburg Film Festival eight film venues helped host the event. This year there are only four venues hosting the 29 different
screenmgs

Second annual tilm festival begins
"We have everything from rodeo
movies to gay movies to African movies
to inner-city movies to anarchist movies
Not everyone thinks having one of to spiritual movies," Popovic said. "The
the country's premier rodeos is that whole range of films is covered. There's
cool. But Ellensburgians who leave a little bit for everybody."
town on Labor Day can still be proud of
Sixty films will play in 29.different
their city in October.
screenings at four venues over the
The second annual Ellensburg Film weekend. Half of the films are feature
Festival comes to the rescue Oct. 6-8 length and half are short films. The
with three days of (nearly) cowboy-free shorts a.re divided into ten short proindie film heaven.
grams organized by themes including
"Ellensburg should not have a festi- romance, Brazilian life, childhood in
val this good," festival coordinator Africa and coming-of-age stories.
Djordje Popovic said. "There's no
"I don't think there's a cohesive
rhyme or reason, there's no logic; this theme for the whole festival," said Liahjust doesn't make sense that we were na Armstrong, president of the festival
able to get this many good films."
board of directors. "The idea is realiy
The
festival
begins
with more the extraordinary richness and
Quinceafiera, a film from Sony Pictures diversity of cinema."
that won both the Audience Award and
With that idea in mind, the 11the Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance member board filtered through about
Film Festival. The festival enlisted the 120 submissions. The process was
help of Central
"absolutely
Washington Uniglorious; even
versity's new Centhe bad films
ter for Latino and
were
fun,"
Latin American "The idea is really more
Armstrong said.
Studies to help the extraordinary richness
Armstrong
fund the film.
would retreat
"I'm
very and diversity of cinema."
to her cabin in
excited
about
~Djordje Popovic
the woods over
bringing a film
the
summer
festival coordinator
that got so much
with as many
critical acclaim
as 25 films and
and that is so relea DVD ·player
vant to the community," Michael Ervin, to review.
the Center's director said.
Two films are from Central WashingSisters in Law, a winner from the ton filmmakers, including 2005 Central
Cannes Film Festival and Oscar Nomi- graduate Stefan Scherperel's The Delivnee God Sleeps in Rwanda, are also ery, which is based on an old Twilight
being shown. Half Nelson, another Zone episode. The board would like to
headliner, won the Golden Space Nee- see more local submissions, particularly
dle Award at the Seattle International from Central students, said Liz Bryson,
Film Festival and continues to light up the board member in charge of promothe major film festival circuits.
tion and advertising.
Among the variety of documentaries
The board felt that last year's Festival
and shorts is Turn & Burn: Inside the had some great films and was successWorld of Barrel Racing from California ful for a first-time event, but this year
filmmaker David Wittkower. Much of they've stepped it up on all fronts.
the documentary's research and actual
More than 15 filmmakers will attend
rodeo footage came from right here at screenings this year as opposed to three
the Ellensburg Rodeo.
last year, and the number of award-winby Robbie Miller
Staff reporter
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ning films has gone from one to more
than five, Popovic said.
A long year of reviewing submissions and chasing down studio reps and
filmmakers has paid off with a line up
almost too big for such a small town.

"We worked really hard to get [the
films] so I'm not completely surprised," _
Armstrong said. "But we really are kind
of awestruck at the range and the caliber cif the films we have."

by Rhea Qui
taff R~pq,rt~
The 11 Fworcf.~' .J!here is undeniable power and
ing to th;atfour
Jetter word. New events are arising
this school year aqg the controversial "F-word/1 is - ·ng to our campus ina unique f.
"F*CK>t will b
wn as the first
film for the Sec
nnual Ellens,,.
burg Film .festival ·. · s documentary
is creating quite a buzz around Central Washington University because
of its association with the inappro-

priate context the vyord 11 F*CK" displays. This film will be an important
part of thefilm fes
11
The film has
oversial: title
but it is a sophisticated documentary about First Amendment boundaries,'' said Djordj¢ePopovic1 pro'"
gram coordinator of the diversity
education center~ . who helped
choose theJilm, P<;~."
tn additil;·m toffi~!,!lensburg Fi'lm
Festival, The First Ameorlment Festival Will be•holdin
ts all yea,r.
lts first appearanc
l tie in ~ith
the film festival to f<r off the celebration emphasizing campus free11

dom and empower~ent. 11 F*CK/'
will be shown to inform cwu and
the general public,abQµtcontempora~y First A~

thia

Mit

department professor, lh charge of
the First Amendment Festival. The

one swear word, explores

expression of speech and why
,N\'c.m:tis
,ive/' said Popoyi
1
'1 thin
e fi Im uses the
1
f***/ as a mirror thatit holds
1

eric~rj public/ , ~opo~,[

ublic(s reaction' to this

tell us more about them than it does
about some supposedly unadult:~at
ed meaning the F-word has on its
own/ said Popovic. This film is
intende~ to educate aod it portr~ys
jd.~9-~pinions
1

throug

'.said•.
Compared to the other 60 films
scheP'uled to appearr ~iz; Bry~9,p,
Media Marketing and Publk Rela~
tions of Bryson Media which
sponsoring the film festival{ says t
11
F'" ," is very differeatfrom
tllms. FHms in the fes
"Quioceaneraf!+and
. ~re; fh:;tion
a documenta
wit
views from various famous people
sue~·. ~s

Sam DonaldsoQ, "AB\i,
NE~S/' The. films we.re chosen'

ba~ on their diverse
wid~ <iemographic.

appeal to a

k. ~;][!be ;ho
p.m. gn Saturday, Oct. 7~ in the Stu~
de
·on Theater.
11
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Gladvs Cardin shares ·octobe
her life through poetrv

,0 7 p.m., in

by Amanda Balo
Staff reporter

Mary Ebena//Observer

The packed house listened intently
as Gladys Cardiff, of Oakland University, a nationally renowned poet of To
Frighten a Storm (1976) and A Bare
Unpainted Table (1999), recited her
poems for the CWU 1s 6th annual Presidential Speaker Series at the Music
Building recital hall last night.
Many in the audience were moved
by her poetic abilities, as Cardiff
explored her Cherokee background and
language with the audience.

Thanks to Joe Powell, professor of
English at Central, Cardiff is the first
poet to appear in the Presidential
Speaker Series and has begun the
involvement of renowned poets annually.
Cardiff kicked off the President
Speaker Series. The series will continue
for the entire year ending in June with A
Sousa Tribute.
Presidential Speaker Series information can be found on · the Web site
www.cwu.edu/president/series/index.ht
ml or you can call the Central Box
Office at (509) 963-1301.

Nicholson
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Getting naked serves
student artists well by Andrea Rust
Staff reporter

Laurel Ebenal!Observer

Although some students might not recognize him with clothes on Sammy Kravette is a fixture in Randall Hall as a nude model posing for art classes.

Yakima River uets
annual lace lift
by Paul Boutte

Staff reporter

Pitch in. At the 34th annual Yakima
River clean-up from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
Oct. 7. Meet at the east patio of the Student Union Recreation Center.
Participants may partake in a light
breakfast at 9:30 a.m. by the east patio
of the SU RC before the busses depart at
10 a.m. After the cleanup volunteers
will have lunch around 2 p.m., and
awards and prizes will be given for best
team spirit. Other prizes and certificates have been donated from community businesses. Volunteers will be
transported to pick up trash at Ringer
Loop, People's Pond and the Yakima
River watershed.
"One student last year wondered
why we were picking up by the highway, but its water body related," Christina Welch, program coordinator said.
Welch is hoping for around 300 students to take part in the program this
year. Only 75 students participated last
year. Central's football team has an
away game on Saturday and Welch
plans to start the program a little later in
the morning which might draw in some
later sleepers said Welch.
"I'm going next week. It's really
nice to get freshmen involved to do a
service to the community," Wendy

Chiprez, freshman, finance major said.
"It's a big difference to have students
care about the environment and recycling."
The Asia University American Program currently has 28 students signed
up for the program.
The program was founded by Don
Wise a former "dean of men." Many
community partnerships are involved,
such as the local sheriff's office, the
department of ecology and the City of
Ellensburg. Other concerned citizens
rallied around Wise because they saw
trash in the community. It was also a
community builder to interface Central
with the rest of Ellensburg.
"He was representing a small community and partnership, a variety of
agencies, businesses and offices contribute financialy and with technical
expertise," said Lorinda Anderson,
director of the civic engagement center
(CEC) . "He was a good man, I wish I
could've met him, anyone would've followed him, he was charismatic."
Those interested can sign up at the
CEC room 256b in the SURC, online at
takeaction@cwu.edu, or by calling:
963-1643.
Participants can also sign up at the
Tent and Tube rentals. There will be
three 12 person rafts on the river for the
event.

Read the Observer on.line
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Twenty pairs of eyes stare and scrutinize every
part of his naked body. For some people, this might
seem like a bad dream, but for Sammy Kravette,
standing nude in front of a group of people is his
job. It's not because he's an exhibitionist, but
because he's a model for the Central Washington
University art department where he poses for drawing and painting classes.
"We have had several students that look at
nude models with despise and disapproval due to
the nature of human sexuality," Kravette, senior
graphic design major said. "I have had individuals
reject me because they are uncomfortable seeing
males nude or because they know me, but being
rejected is part of being a model."
While not all modeling at Central is done in the
nude, the majority of it is. For this reason, the models must be comfortable with themselves.
"When artists are expressing your motion or
emotion they must see you as a figure and, not as a
person/' Kravette said. "If you're not confident with
yourself you will have a hard time succeeding."
Mostly, modeling is about how people present
themselves, and how the artist uses them, Kravette
said. Both male and female models are used in the
department depending on what the professor
wants students to learn.
"The models are very professional, and it takes
a lot of self confidence" said Grace Shaddox, senior recreation and tourism major. "The body is a
beautiful thing to work with; it really helped my
drawing by having the body in the purest form;
nude."
While many students might feel uncomfortable
or nervous in the beginning about seeing someone
nude, it is something that becomes easier with time

and exposure. To make things easier for the stu
dents, the models stress that students shouldn'
look at them as humans, but rather as objects, s<
students can better express themselves withou
feeling uncomfortable.
"I was nervous in the beginning, but after th•
first couple of drawings it really wasn't a big deal,·
said Patrick Anderson, senior law and justic•
major.
The models strive for unique end-results and t<
see the different interpretation of their bodies b~
the students.
"I'm a people person; I love modeling,'
Kravette said. "I take great happiness in makini
others happy."
While standing nude in front of people migh
sound easy, it certainly isn't what it seems becaus•
models m,ust "pose with a purpose" Kravette said
Models must hold poses anywhere from 30 sec
onds to an hour, while constantly changing posi
tion, and trying to stay within the specified bound
aries.
"At first it's strange seeing someone naked, bu
it's a form of art," Shaddox said.
Another small perk of being an art model is get
ting paid. Kravette has been modeling for a loni
time and while the pay does vary from place t<
place, at Central he earns $11 an hour, usuall1
working three-hour intervals. Kravette encourage:
anyone interested to approach the art departmen
for more information and to "go for it, it's a grea
thing to do!"
For more information about modeling for thi
art department contact (509) 963-2665

S llftttoles Wfth.~atlel Sooth
by ~atie Baker
· Staffreporter
Fr€shman year is

tlme for new opportuniti~s~ new

friendships1 and a ton of memories. Freshman year is a
. 'lime bf fr
m, fu
d new 'experiences, Fre$hman
Rachel Sou ell fro
naway is excited abouti,pet fir~
year at Central Washinmpn University.
"
Centra~washington

A!.I chOselo atten ./ .· . tral . .· . ·Se (!)f le oy~~Od~
g the~tre department ~lid the education department.

Q: Whatisyour major?
A: Theatre educatiorl
Q: What ts your favorite thing about central so tar?
A: J love my room! We have the be~t room on
campus (in] Barto Hall. Oh, andtheCentral
Marketplace and the n~ Recreati<:>n Center are
awesome.

Ross"ifJ~.Jlett~!Obsf#.f;;ver

Q: What is your favorit~. class at C~~tral?

Q: What is your least favorite thing so far?

A: Holmes. Not enough food choices.
Q: What was one item that you left afhome th~tyou

A: Sofar, it would hav¢1fobe currenlethical issues. I
really like .the discussions w have in that class, We
iQ~l~.~*;~. t~,;~l,~t.;~~~~·•·Hfe in
al, a.ud~b!lt's a lot oi

Q: What new dubs or organizatiops have you joi
since youstarteq,, h ?

need here at Central?

M.;

1 knol! 'this sounds weird 1 but · "P.ngers. I fJJ,gn't
think; I wou Id need that many, but at Barto there reallyisn't
that many places to fold clothes. So I bad to han the al I
~P:~~e~ too~ . l ~ad sgm~a~·;~p?"era
ftt
ehtir~ room iHile here, and that's not m

Q: What do you miss m~~about y
A: I miss my fri~nds the most, and my mom. It's not

really the same at fi'ome now betause all or my friends a.re
at thei~.~ifferent colleges. So even if l was home, l prq~a~

w

bly woqldn't w~p{tQ be..

some.

··
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People on the street: Advice for freshmen
by Heather Elliott
Staff reporter

Brandon Severance
seniorforeign langu,age

Zach Thorpe
senior IT and administrative
management

"Get more involved in the commun_ity. Study
abroad! Don't ignore any opportunity to get
involved!" ·
-Brandon Severance

"Be social in your dorm. Go to class.
-Zach Thorpe

Paige Baglien
junior public relations major

"Don't slack on your grades; it makes everything harder, especially when applying
for your major."
-Paige Baglien

Rachel Jewett
sophomore secondary ed. major

"I wish I would have known there was an Honor Society for freshmen called
Alpha Lambda Delta!"
-Rachel Jewett

"Save theatre 101 until your last quarter."
-Jessie Stroud

Chandra Passe
sophomore music business major

"Make sure you leave a lot of time for studying,
because some classes will bite you in the butt!!
But make time for yourself too!"
-Chandra Passe

New month brings new art
by Seth Williams
Staff Reporter

To most, moths are annoying insects
that eat your old clothes and swarm
around your reading light at night. To
Joseph Scheer, they are an amazing
visual part of the natural world.
Scheer is presenting "Night Flyers,"
an exhibit of more than 1,000 moth
species at Ellensburg s Gallery One
Visual Arts Ce.nter, going on through
Oct 28. The presentation consists of
large format prints, high-definition
video and "sound prints."
"He really takes something common
and changes your perception of it using
visual art and contemporary technology," said Kent Swanson, Gallery One
director. "I was really amazed when I
first saw the exhibit."
Scheer will be talking about his
moth art during a free public presentation at 7 p.m. today in the Central
Washington University science building
auditorium. The presentation will be
about his research and the resulting
visual works he creates based on the
rich mythology of moths.
Tomorrow he will be visiting various
Central art classes along with an artist
reception at 5 p.m. in Gallery One.
There he will sign copies of his books,
"Night Visions: The Secret Designs of
Moths" and the art compilation "Night
Flyers," based on his exhibit.
"People from all around the state
and the Northwest have been coming
in to see the exhibit. I don't know if we
have ever had something like this as an
exhibit," said Mauri Johnson, Gallery
One retail manager.
Along with the large screen photos
that were printed on a 14,000 dots per
inch IRIS printer, Scheer has moth
footage in high definition video and
"sound prints" on display, which
1

gallery-one.org describes as prints "that
fuse the printed image and sound to
create art that transcends traditional
aesthetics."
"This presentation has a great
appeal, and Gallery One is proud to
host an exhibition of this caliber,"
Swanson said. "It'!; also a huge testament to the renovation efforts that we
have done here at the gallery."
"It's rare for art and science to come
together in a way so delightfully stimulating to the eye," said Marji Morgan,
CAH dean . "Scheer's exhibition is a
visual and technological tour-de-force."
Scheer, who is a printmaking professor from Alfred University in New York,
has had his moth photos published in
National Geographic, Forbes Magazine, Nature Magazine and the New
York Times. Exhibits on his work have
also been displayed in various cities
across the United States and internationally.
"Scheer's exquisite work speaks to
both the artist and the scientist, who
share a deep understanding of the pow-

Melissa Gleason
sophomore ed. major

Jessica Stroud
srmior business marketing major

erful aesthetic of the natural world,"
said Meghan Miller, COTS dean.
Scheer and his colleagues plan on
developing an educational film that
would capture the moths in flight. For
now, Scheer is continuing to photograph as many exotic moth species as
he can on his many overseas trips.
The exhibition is sponsored by the
CWU College of the sciences (COTS)
and College of Arts and Humanities
(CAH). Also sponsoring are the CWU
art department, CWU Foundation, BiMart, Suncadia, Yakima Federal Savings
and Loan and the Washington State
Arts Commission.
Events and venues are open from 57 p.m. on the First Friday of each
month. Some venues include; The Clymer Museum of Art, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery and Dick and Jane's Spot. For
the complete list of venues you can
pick up a map at any First Friday Venue
location.

"Have fun. Don't be afraid to open your book
- it won't bite you!"
-Melissa Gleason

Wade Padgett
sophomore communication major

"Try and meet as many people as you can.
Don't mess with the RAs. Be safe. Stay away from
the rugby house." -Wade Padgett

FIRST FRIDAY DANCE
,.,...
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Come to
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whose edu

Leadership ·
,
Institute of Seattle
with Bastyr Univor.sity

Leaders grow;

they are not made.
-Peter Dnwker

For more information on Joseph
Scheer's Callery One exhibition, visit
www.gallery-one.org/nightflyers.

. .. grow·witl1 us
We offer
small classes
at convenient times,

experiential learning with a
natlonaUy recognized faculty,
and learning that promotes

professional success and
personal fulfillment.

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES
Consulting and Coaching in Organizations

Systems Counseling

·

LEADERSHIP TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Workshops and Customized Training

www..lios.org • 425. 939.8100
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We asked and thev answered Roll out those

classic films
fame and money).''
Nathan Hackett, junior undeclared,
has seen half of the films on the list and
Tuesdays will be exciting and enter- is still interested in going to see them in
taining this quarter at the new Student the new theatre.
Union Theatre.
"It's a good variety," Hackett said. "I
Every Tuesday the Classic Film think a lot of people have seen [Alfred
Series, hosted by Campus Life, shows Hitchcock's] Psycho, and it should be a
movies that have gained recognition in good classic."
the United States and internationally.
Selecting movies takes several steps,
The film series has been around for including researching international film
nearly 30 years, and the selection of festivals and old movie catalogues and
movies has become a combination of taking suggestions from the public.
classic films and recent movies that After film selection, organizers contac1
have made a cultural and social impact and pay film distributors for the rights to
with new styles and breakthrough show them on a limited basis.
directors, said Scott Drummond associ"We try very hard not to try to comate director of campus life.
pete with those local movie theatres,"
"We are not worried about whether Drummond said when asked abou1
it is Hollywood or not," Drummond · selecting the films. "We only show it for
said.
one day, that way we don't competE
Movies showing this quarter include with them."
the Japanese film "Howl's Moving CasA single admission ticket is $3, and
tle," American-made "United 93" and a bargain pass, good for five films, is
Indian-made "Born into Brothers."
$12. Both single tickets and bargain
Beth Vierra, sophomore education passes are available at the Studen1
major, agrees with the idea that not all Union box office.
good movies come from the mainFor a complete list of films and morE
stream United States production.
information,
go
tc
"I think it's a great thing," Vierra said www.cwu.edu/~camplife/c/assic
about the series. "Most of those big- film.htm or contact the box office al
time movie directors are tainted [by 509-963-1301.
by Taishi Kanamaru
Staff reporter

Djordje Popovic

Justin Beckman

Liahna Armstrong

Festival Coordinator

Festival Vice -President

Festival President

To help Ellensburg Film Festivalgoers- make a more educated decision
we asked Djordje Popovic, festival
coordinator, Justin Beckman, festival
vice-president and Liahna Armstrong,
festival president the following seven
questions.

Q: The movie you would be most
embarrassed to watch with your grandmother ...
A: Armstrong: TEAM QUEEN
A: Beckman: PERILS IN NUDE
MODELING
A: Popovic: F*CK

A: Beckman : F*CK
A: Popovic: IRAQ FOR SALE

Q: The movie you should bring a
date to ...

FORGIVE ME

Q: The movie that makes you glad
to be alive ...

A: Armstrong:: SUZHOU RIVER
A: Beckman: BLIND LOVE
A: Popovic: WORLD IN FOCUS
SHORT PROGRAMS
Q: The movie you will feel stupid
missing when everybody else has seen
it...

A: Armstrong:: AVIDA DE ANDRE
A: Beckman: GOD SLEEPS IN
RWANDA
":-: Popovic: SISTERS IN LAW

Q: The movie you can't stop thinking about long after the screen is
dark ...

A: Armstrong::GOD SLEEPS IN
RWANDA
A: Beckman : HALF NELSON
A: Popovic: QUINCEANERA

Q: The movie you would most likely show your local congressman ...
A: Armstrong::
SERGEI

A: Armstrong:: SISTERS IN LAW
A: Beckman: THE TROUBLE WITH
DEE DEE
A: Popovic: LAST STOP FOR PAUL

A: Armstrong:: BINTA Y LA GRAN
IDEA
A: Beckman: PILLOW GIRL
A: Popovic: LIFE RUNNING o ·uT
OF CONTROL

Q: The movie that will make you
laugh out loud ...

PARTICIPATE!

Come pear Dr. Jose Cuellar, anthropologist from San Francsco State University, talk about getting engaged with public life.
Thursday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m.
in Hertz Auditorium.
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·Vollevball win strea- snapped
Central football beats
Saint Cloud State at
home 24-14

Women's soccer hopes
for better second half
of season

Pg. 17

Pg. 18

by Nathan Young
Staff reporter

Despite the fact that the Centra l
Washington University's volleybal l
team had their 29 game home winning
streak come to an end this past saturday
night against nationally ranked Seattle
Pacific University (SPU), the teams
2006 season is looking much like the
two previous season .
"They're a good team, they're
favored. The only r~ason we're ranked
higher than them is because of how we
finished last year," said head volleyball
coach Mario Andaya.
The Wildcats return 10 players from
last year's team that finished 23-5 overall and 16-2 in the GNAC. The team
tied for first place, making it into the

"That's how we play, we
got our heads right, and
we placed our serves.
When we do that we
win."
,..,Stephanie Powell
senior outside hitter
NCAA Division II Pacific Regional Tournament semifinals.
It has been a long and good season
already for the Wildcats who went into
Saturday night's game ranked No.15 in
the nation. At 14-3 overall and 5-2 in
GNAC play, the Wildcats are preparing
for an ·act. 5 match against the Western
Washington University Vikings (WWU),
in Ellensburg.
"We take the se~son one game at a
time, one point at a time," said sophomore middle.blocker Rachel Schurman.
The Vikings defeated the Wildcats
last week 3-0 in Bellingham, and with
the loss against SPU on Thursday night,
the Wildcats have lost two consecutive
matches for the first time since 2003.
Junior outside hitter Stephanie Powell said, "We are strategically approaching this match [against WWU] as we
would any other; there is definitely a
feeling of needing redemption. The two
losses [SPU and WWU] were similar In
that our unforced errors held us down,
and redemption is completely possible
if we clean up our game."
Nine matches remain for the Wildcats including one more against SPU in
Seattle on Oct. 12 before possibly
heading into the Division II Pacific
Regional Tournament Nov. 9-11.
The Wildcats lost control of their
serves early in the match Saturday night
at Nicholson Pavilion, which had them
playing from behind the entire night.
After losing the first two games of
the match, 30-25 and 30-26, the Wildcats turned it around and out-served
SPU to win the third game 30-24, bringing some life back into the crowd ..
"That's how we play, we got our
heads right, and we placed our serves.
When we do that we win," said Powell
who led the Wildcats in kills with 15.
SPU dominated the fourth game,
winning 30-19, to close out the match
3-1. Senior Lindsay Dollente led the
Wildcats i.n defensive digs with 20 as
well as sets with 36. SPU improves to
16-2 and 8-0 in the GNAC-with the
upset win over the Wildcats.

Photos by David Woodford/Observer

Senior setter, Lindsay Dollente sets up sophomore middle blocker Rachael Schurman for a kill against Seattle
University Sept. 21. Central easily handled SU in three sets, but have been defeated in their last two matches .

Senior outside hitter Kristen Pasley rises up for a block against Seattle
University on Sept. 21. Pasley finished the match with seven kills.
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Club sports kicking off
new year
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Reillv reallv rallies Wildcat football
by Nolan Teasley
Staff reporter

Jon Kitna, former Central Washington University quarterback, national
champion, inductee to the Central Hall
of Fame, and current starter for the
National Football League's Detroit
Lions; everyone knows who he is. The
quarterback position has a strong history here at Central, a tradition that the
current starter, sophomore Mike Reilly,
is poised to continue as he is already
drawing legitimate comparisons to former greats from members of the coaching staff.
"Obviously the first comparison is to
Jon (Kitna)," assistant Coach Brian
Jensen said. "They both put the time in
the film room to make sure they're prepared, and they are both very competitive in nature. They each have a desire
to not let their teammates down."
Talent, work ethic and leadership
are obviously of importance because in
the game of football the quarterback
position can be considered the most
difficult and most important position on
the field. These are the intangibles Kitna possesses as he enters his tenth season as a professional, intangibles that

Reilly shares.
Reilly was blessed with a lot of talent; he was good enough to compete at
Washington State with the Cougar's current starter Alex Brink right out of high
school before he transferred to Central.
Last season he repeatedly beat opponents through the air, throwing for more
than 30 touchdowns. He continues to
do the same this year, already netting
nine balls to the end-zone and surpassing the 1,000-yard-mark less than
halfway through the season, but his
mobility adds another aspect to his
game, one that Kitna never had.
"He throws the ball well on the
move, and he moves well," head Coach
Jon Zamberlin said.
Reilly's natural ability garnered him
first team All-Conference last year, and
mention as an All-American coming
into this year.
When he really begins to be impressive is after looking past the natural
ability he was born with and focusing
on the leadership he brings to the team,
which shows how he is constantly
working to improve. Coaches and
teammates constantly mention Reilly
as a diligent worker.
"He has a love for the game and he's

dedicated to film work, practice, and
the team's goals," junior wide receiver
Brandon Robertson said.
Reilly's priority number one is the
team.
"You've got to have team success,"
Reilly said.
Reilly has two years of eligibility
after this season, so it would seem the
Wildcats have plenty of success in their
future, but he's focused on this year.
"With the rest of my time here I
want to soak up all the knowledge these
coaches have for me, but the goals for
the rest of the season are to avoid making mistakes that cost us games, run the
table and make the playoffs," ReiUy
said.
As he goes through the next three
seasons the wins will pile up, the
record- breaking performances will
come, and the Kitna comparisons will
continue. One thing Kitna has done
that Reilly has yet to accomplish in his
young career is winning a National
Championship.
Soon comparing Reilly to Kitna will
become an obsolete discussion.
Then the comparisons of Kitna to
Reilly will begin.

David Woodford/Observer

Sophomore quarterback Mike Reilly rolls outside of the pocket in search
of an open receiver this last Saturday against Saint Cloud University.

by Ernie Vorhof
Staff reporter

SERVED SY THE SEERTOSERFEST GIRLS
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In the fall of 2005 the Central Washington University men's club soccer
team fought through a tough season.
Not because of lack of players or continuous losses, but because other
schools just couldn't field teams for the
Wildcats to compete against.
"It seemed like every week we had
one or both games cancelled," said senior midfielder and club president Travis
Haderli. "It got real frustrating as the
season went on."
Now the team looks to leave last
year behind them and focus on their
games ahead, starting off the season
hosting Eastern Washington University
(EWU) this past Saturday and Gonzaga
University on the following Sunday.
The Wildcats looked strong in Saturday's match against Eastern after junior
midfielder Tyler Penn scored two goals
early on, allowing the Wildcats to jump
out to a 3-1 lead at halftime.
Eastern fought back to end the game
with a tie, after the Wildcats looked a
little sluggish in the second half and
failed to score again.
On Sunday, Central matched up
against their biggest rival, the Gonzaga
Bulldogs, in front of a large turnout at
the Central soccer pitch. The Wildcats
typically face GU on the first weekend

of each season and fan support is usually very strong.
Central came out strong 'and displayed a dynamic offense throughout
the match as the Wildcats rolled to a
convincing 4-2 victory.
Junior forward Andrew O'Brien
scored two goals, sophomore midfielder Kevin Eggen logged one, and Penn
made his third score of the weekend in
Sunday's win.
"We controlled the pace and tempo
of the game and worked the ball well,"
Haderli said.
"We'r.e looking forward to going to
play them (at Gonzaga) to see if we can
do the same thing," said junior defender
Josh Brush after Sunday's victory of the
bulldogs.
With a solid foundation of 13
returning players, the team has high
expectq.tions for the regular season and
looks forward to the annual National
lntrar:nural-Reereation Sports Association Collegiate Soccer Championships
in Arizona this November.
The Wildcats will travel west next
weekend to faceoff against Seattle University SU at the new Starfire Complex
in Tukwila, before returning to Ellensburg to battle Seattle University once
more on Sunday.
"If we play anything like we did
against Gonzaga, the outcome should
be favorable [against SU]," Brush said.
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Back in business: Football goes tlving
After five years in the Great Northwest Athletic Conferei,.ce, Central Washington University football
is going to be making several trips to the midwest to play in their new North Central Conference
by Mick Para
Staff reporter

Wildcat football kicked off the new
season on September 1, at home in a
new.division. Central Washington University starts this season as a new member of the North Central Conference.
The season opener began at home and
runs through the last regular season
game at Nebraska-Omaha on November 11.
The season opened against North
Dakota ended with a disappointing loss
for the wildcats with a final score of 1428. The team did show some promise
as sophom-ore quarterback Mike Reilly
threw for 238 yards, two interceptions
and two touchdowns. Despite these
impressive numbers, Central's defense
was unable to keep North Dakota out of
the end zone. North Dakota finished
the game with 261 passing yards, 82
rushing yards and four touchdowns. .
Coming off a disappointing loss at
home the wildcats traveled to Humboldt State where they got a morale
boost, shutting out the lumberjacks 200. Leading the assault was sophomore
quarterback Mike Reilly who threw for
186 yards and one touchdown threw
the air, and rushed for 23 yards including a four yard scramble into the end
zone for the wildcat's first rushing
touchdown. Most impressive though
was the play of Central's defense, which
was able to hold the lumberjacks from
scoring and created huge plays including three interceptions and one blocked
field goal. One particular play was an
interception and 25 yard return for a
defensive touchdown by sophomore
defensive back Brandon Kennedy.
Next on the Central schedule was
the game in Cheney Washington
against in-state rival and division I-AA

member Eastern Washington University.
In a stunning upset, the Wildcats' were
able to defeat the Eagles for the first
time since 1977, with a final score of
21-14.
Central was able to dominate on
both sides of the ball, leading in first
downs, total rushing yards, and three
total sacks. Heading the charge on the
ground was Central running back Johnny Lopez who rushed for 121 yards.
Following Lopez was redshirt freshman
wide receiver Johnny Spevak, who
caught eight passes for 105 yards and
one touchdown.

"The whole D-line lead
our defense, they
picked up the blocks
and made room for us
linebackers to make
plays"
~Simon lnequez
senior linebacker

David Woodford/Observer

Central Washington University junior Brandon Robertson dives for a pass from quarterback Mike Reilly in the
third quarter. Reilly threw for two touchdowns and ran for another in the victory over Saint Cloud State 24-14.
Central-got their first NCC match-up
against the University of Minnesota
Duluth on September 23. The NCC
meeting ended in a disappointing Joss,
31-25. Although Central led the game
in first downs, total rushing yards, sacks
and total offensive yards, they were ·
unable to keep UMD ·out of the end
zone late in the game. Central led 2523 in the fourth quarter but with 2 :43
on the clock UMD drove 69 yards in 9
plays, ending with a 15 yard touchdown pass to win the game. Reilly
passed for 265 yards and two touchdowns and netted 64 rushing yards,
while Spevak caught 12 passes for 117

yards and one touchdown.
Central picked up their first NCC
victory over Saint Cloud State on September 30 at Tomlinson Stadium. Central scored a touchdown in each of the
first three quarters of play and held
SCSU scoreless until late in the third
· quarter. One key factor in the win w~
Central's ability to control time of possession with a total 36:11 to SCSU's
23:49. Central also led in first downs,
rushing yards, and ~n impressive 400
total offensive yards to SCSU's 279.
Reilly gained 304 total yards including
two passing touchdowns and one rush-

ing touchdown. Despite the loss of
Central's starting running back Johnny
Lopez, backup running back Will Bennett was able to step up ar:id carry the
load with 91 rushing yards. Junior wide
receivers Chris Jameson and Brandon
Robertson hooked up with Reilly for the
two passing touchdowns in the first and
third quarters and together were
responsible for 156 of the receiving
yards. The most impressive numbers to
come out of the game were from Central' s defense, led by middle linebacker
Simon lnequez. The Wildcats were able
to hold SCSU to only 13 rushing yards

and forced two fumbles. lnequez
recorded a season and career high 10
tackles and two fumble recoveries.
"Going into this game I felt really
healthy for the first time, I really felt like
I was at a 100%," lnequez said." I have
struggled in the past with minor injuries
but I felt really good goihg into this
game," said lnequez.
When asked how he felt about
being the leader of the central defense
lnequez said, "The whole D-line lead
our defense,· they picked up the blocks

see FOOTBALL, page 19

Open 7 Days a Week .
1791 Vantage Highway • Ellensburg, WA
509-962-9811

Show your Central Washington University Student ID and receive

on College Super Saver Designated Items Including Shelving
Hardware, Storage Hardware and Organizational Items
•

SESSION
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Women's soccer works for stronger finish
by Tyler Lobe
staff reporter

Classes have been in session for just over two
weeks now but the Central Washington University
women's soccer team is already in mid-season
form, having played 11 of their 19 matches this
season.
The Wildcats, led by head coach Michael Farrand, have had a season of ups and downs, having
begun the season in August with a pair of victories
over Evergreen State College and Northwest University. However, as the season progressed and the
calendar flipped to the month of September, Central has gone on to win only two additional matches; a 2-0 win at Albertson College of Idaho on
Sept. 6 and a 4-2 triumph over visiting Eastern
Oregon on Sept. 9.
"We just haven't been as consistent as we want
to be," Farrand said. "Although we have played
very well in the last few matches and if we continue to play with a higher level of consistency for the
rest of this season, we have a chance to win our
final eight matches to end the season."
Central Washington, with a 4-6-1 overall
record and still winless in Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) play, looks to get back on
track this weekend as they travel to 11th-ranked
Seattle University on Saturday, looking for revenge
as the Redhawks, then ranked 20th in the nation,
came into Ellensburg on Sept. 12 and took care of
business, handing the Wildcats a 3-0 loss. CWU
will go into the match on a five-game winless

streak; most recently losing to arch-rival Western
Washington, 1-0, on Saturday in Bellingham. The
Redhawks are coming off an upset 1-0 victory over
then-sixth-ranked Seattle Pacific University last

"Although we have played
very well in the last few
matches and if we continue
to pl~y with a higher level of
consistency for the rest of
the season, we have a
chance to win our final
eight matches to end the
season .. "
,...,Mike Farrand
Head Coach

Saturday at SPU. Not only are the Wildcats looking for their first GNAC win, the team is still looking for their first victory over a NCAA Division II
school, as their four wins this season have come at
the expense of National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) opponents.
It has seemed that Central is a second half
team, as they have scored nine of their 12 goals
this season in the final 45 minutes of play. With

- Photos by David Woodford/Observer

Central midfielder, sophomore Lisa Overbo attempts to get by Western Oregon defender,
junior Amber Thronas on September 20. Central tied the Wolves o-o in double overtime.
the second half of the season in plain view, senior
forward Arica Slawson hopes the second half idea
will explain how the rest of their season will go.
"We are either going to go up or down," Slawson said. "We just have to stick together and play
as a team."
Slawson shares the team lead in goals scored
this season with two and she also leads the team in
shots attempted (29). Sophomore teammate Lisa
Overbo has also netted two scores while eight other Wildcats have found the back .of the net just
once. Central has out shot their opponents (141
136) but are being out scored (18-12) in their 11
matches this season.
Central has strength between the posts as
Amber Easterbrook and Erin Barr, both newcomers
to the team this year, have stepped up when they
have needed to. Easterbrook, a freshman from
Kent, has seen the bulk of the playing time this season (589 minutes), holding a 4-3-1 record and
making 19 saves. She also recorded her first collegiate shutout on Sept. 6 in the 2-0 win over Albertson. Barr, a junior transfer from Auburn, hasn't
picked up her first Wildcat victory yet but has
played very well in her 421 minutes of play. She's
recorded 21 saves while surrendering eight goals.
The goalkeeper position has been a game-time
decision all year long as both netminders, Easterbrook and Barr, have shown potential throughout
the season to be strong competitors.
"Erin has been more consistent the last two
weeks and has seen most of the playing time lately," Farrand said. "Amber took a blow to the chest
J

Left, Central midfielder Michelle Mohn battles for the ball during the second period of play.
Central plays Seattle University on Oct. 7 in Seattle for a conference matchup. Right, Wildcat freshman defender Jessica Andrews dribbles to midfield while playing Seattle Pacific, losing S-0. Central lost their last game against Western Washington 1-0.

a few games back and is still working to recover to
get back to 100 percent."
Injuries have plagued the Wildcats over the
course of the season, as much of the line up has
been beaten and battered. Several players have
seen limited action because of injury and most
recently, sophomore defensive specialist Shawnna
Chastain came down with an ankle setback, causing her to be removed from last week's game at
Seattle Pacific.
"We are a little dinged up right now," Farrand
said.
·
Despite what Central's record shows right now,
the team has very much improved from a year ago. ·
In a game at UC San Diego last season, the Tritons
easily walked all over the Wildcat defense, scoring
11 goals while shutting out the Wildcat offense.
Earlier this season, Central Washington hung tough
with the visiting Tritons but a pair of first-half goals
by then-10th-ranked UCSD spoiled the Wildcats'
2006 home debut back on Sept. 1, even though
Central had a few great chances to engineer an
upset. CWU also suffered a 9-0 defeat to Western
Washington to end the 2005 season but played
tough with the Vikings on Saturday, holding them
to just one goal in a 1-0 loss.
"I hope that the rest of the team can pick up the
slack and play for themselves and for no one else,"
Slawson said. "If we can do that, we can definitely
have a great rest of the season."
After Saturday's game at Seattle, the Wildcats
will take a road trip to California to take on Notre
Dame de Namur and CSU-East Bay on Oct. 9 and
Oct. 11, respectively, before returning home to
face off with Simon Fraser on Oct. 13 in their final
non-conference match up of the 2006 campaign.
To finish off the season, they will then travel to
Western Oregon on Oct. 15 before returning home
again to finish their 2006 schedule against Northwest Nazarene (Oct. 21 at 11 a.m.), Seattle Pacific
(Oct. 25 at 3 p.m.) and arch-rival Western Washington (Oct. 28 .at Noon).
"Anything is possible in the game of soccer,"
Slawson added. "Anything is possible."
}MmA
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Club sports gain tans

provides more distant challenges

by Brooke Saul
Staff reporter

continued from page 17

The start of fall quarter signals the
start of a new year for Central Washington University's sports clubs.
Together, there are 21 sports clubs
offered at Central which include badminton, cycling, golfing,
men's
lacrosse, men's rugby, men's soccer
and ultimate frisbee. Club sports also
offer water polo, women's lacrosse,
women's rugby, women's soccer,
wrestling, ice hockey and dance.
DanceCats and ice hockey are just
two of the club sports trying to recruit
new members.
The DanceCats perform at home

football games and men's and women's
basketball games, said senior co-captain Nina Rogers.
The last day to try out for DanceCats
is today, from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Student
Union Recreational Center ballroom.
Ice hockey will also begin this fall.
It is a more expensive sport because of
the gear and the time players spend on
the ice. Hockey begins ·practice this
week.
"There are no tryouts for ice hockey.
Anyone who wants to play can play,"
said junior forward/center and Assistant Captain Aaron Gilbertson.
Games begin later this quarter or
early next quarter.
The Golf Club is presenting a quali-

BRAND NEW 4 BDRM 3 BATH
HOUSE For Rent. 3 Blocks from
Campus. 2 Car Garage, All Appliances. No Pets/Smoking
1st/last/deposit $1500
caseyolmstead@yahoo.com
425-222-3636

NEED FEMALE (NONSMOKER) to take over my
half of the lease & live with
current roommate. Univ. Place
Apts. Rent $625/mo. Lease ends
July 31st, 2007. Please call 509312-0829

2 YEAR OLD FEMALE
.VEILED CHAMELEON plu·s
40 gallon tank $50. 1967 fj-40
Land Cruiser. runs good, new
starter, new clutch. $3500 obo.
Kurt:
962-3637 or cell~ 6071621

HELPWANTED: HOUSECLEANING. I'm looking for student to clean my house on Thursdays. Dusting, mopping, vacuuming. $10/hour. Must be reliable
and have vehicle. Call 925-4205
and leave message.

fier hosted by Suncadia Golf Resort in
Roslyn. The qualifier is a two-person
scramble and the registration deadline
is Tuesday, Oct. 17. Winners will qualify to play in the National Collegiate
GolfTournament in Las Vegas.
Central's Lacrosse Club will be hosting The Rodeo Town Lacrosse Tournament this weekend at the community
fields in Ellensburg: Central plays Gonzaga at 12:30 p.m. and then Willamette
at 2 p.m. Playoffs start Sunday at 10
am.
There are more than 300 athletes
involved with club sports at Central.
"The biggest draw [to club sports] is
a former athlete," said Cory Sinclair,
coordinator of sport clubs & camps.

FOOTBALL: New conference
and made room for us linebackers to
make plays. 11
The Wildcat 1s will next travel to Vermillion South Dakota for the upcoming
October 7 conference match up. Central will leave for Vermillion South
Dakota on Thursday leaving little time
to prepare against a team that is
described as having a heavy running
game.
11 1
lt s a short week of preparation, we
still don 1t know a lot about them but I
do know that they have a heck of a running back," said head coach John_Zamberlin.
lnequez is confident in the ability of

his team and unbothered by the lack of
time to prepare.
"South Dakota is a team that relies
on the running game. and we love a
team like that because we are very
good at shutting down the run, 11
lnequez said. 11 lf we can practice hard
and continue to keep up the intensity
and emotion South Dakota wont be a
problem."
Zamberlin has high hopes and a
positive outlook for the rest of the season.
"It should be challenging the rest of
the way out, there s still a lot of football
to be played but it should be fun."

THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF ANONYMOUS DONORS,
CWU's Office of Gift and Estate Planning has limited emergency
grants available for full-time students in good academic standing
(2.00 gpa both quarterly and cumulative) to assist in paying:
- Medical/dental care not covered by insurance.
- Travel expenses due to death or serious illness in the immediate
family.
- Other unforeseen or emergency expenses.
All requests must be in writing and include reason for request
along with doGumentation of expenses to the VP for Student
Affairs· and Enrollment Management. Please direct requests to:
Patt Haley, Administrative Assistant/Executive Secretary
phone 963-1515 haleyp@cwu.edu
MS 7432

1

fhe Observer
will provide studet1ts

FREE classified ads..
as space allows

Not1-studet1t classifieds
are ~5 for the first 15
words at1d 20 cet1ts per
word thereafter.
Please email your ad to
pagere>cwu.edu.
No co1M1Mercial vetttures, ads 1May be edited

